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th the New Year there often comes new hopes for FEBRUARY 

Mi re (how very deep!) My hope for City Green this 4th Wilmslow Rd Development Plan meeting, 7.30pm 

ear is quite a simple one; that °° Danse a Town Hall. 
soular monthly circulation rather than the irregula 

pe a circulation in the past. Along with the new 12th Anti-oppression meeting, 7.45pm, 21 Meade Gr, 

front and back cover designs there will also be regu] Longsight 

features. These will include articles such as the info — 

age; book /film/art review; PPE Ss reports; campaign — 

reports and much, much morewhich we haven't quite 

thought up yet. But how will you respond to these 

revolutionary concepts, can you Cope with such ~ 

excitement in just one issue of City Green, will it pu 

you to the edge, or even over it? Do you think the 

articles could possibly be inspirational or do you thi 

they've as much originality as the adverts on a Corn 

Flakes packet? Why don’t you let us know in writin 

perhaps you have some ideas of your own for article 
you don’t have to write them yourself you can just gi 
us the idea. 

    

        17th -21st One World Week - including numerous activities in 
gs 

Manchester. Contact Poly or University Green é 

20th Germaine Greer speaking a 

Contact Poly or University 

        

     

  

22nd Bury The Debt, Funeral Pre 
Assemble One World Ce! 
(Contact Teresa, 434 7191) 

   

    
      

   

  

22nd United Nations Conference « 
Development (UNCED) , 10a 
Meeting House, Mount St (Con 

    

   

      

     
    

   
       

  Well before you rush off to put pen to recycled pape 
with comments on the ‘new look’ City Green or arti 
for next months issue, I'd like to thank all the 
contributors to this issue, especially to Graham 
Dewhirst for the brilliant front and back cover des 3 
they're amazing. 3 

26th MGP Business meeting, 8pm, 21 : i 

   

  

      
   

   

7th Stockport Green Fair, 10am - 3pm, Hazel 
Centre (on the A6 in Hazel Grove)    

   

   
Deadline for articles for March issue is February 18t 

FOKEEE RE AF OLAER KS + OOK KER KY 
Editorial Team: Te 
Cover Designs: 
Printed by: 

18th MGP Business meeting. 24a (Not 24) Birch Gr 

Rusholme 224 3003 ' 
   

tesa Romagnuolo and Chloe F 
Graham Dewhirst 

Archprinters, The Hives , Trafford P 
ox | 

Conte REF KORE HOI + Ost HOFH 
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GREEN PARTY REGIONAL COUNCIL RESULTS 

   The two representatives elected to take their places on GP Regional Council 
for the North West Area were : Ray Georgeson (106) and George Bowler 
(87). Colin Kirby got 31 votes and RON got 4 votes. ; 
  



EP ACHIEVEMENTS 1994 . 

What with our 
the party, David 
of undervaluing 

tanding in the opinion polls, alleged Splits rs Icke’s revelations etc. we may be in danged 

the Green Party. So it may be good idea tg 

briefly remind everyone of the fact that Manchester Green 

Party didn’t have such a bad year in 1991. These are just 

some of the highlights:   
: i hieved an avera 

- In the local elections in May, we ac ge vote 

33 5.539% where we stood. We gained 13% in Hulme, coming 

second in that ward; 12% in Rushome and 11% in 

Longsight. 

2. While the party’s national membership has slumped, 

MGP has managed to sustain itself at around 140. Also, the 

amount of members joining at local level has doubled in the 

last year. 

3. We established an active ‘twig’ in Longsight, giving 
inspiration for further twigs. 

ate 

4, We established three new loacl appointments, which have 7 

been very active: Transport Campaign Co-ordinator; Liaison ~ 
Co-ordinator and Disability Officer. 

5. Several of our members have supported a number of 
Friends of the Earth days of action on; rainforests; air 
pollution and recycling; and also animal rights activities; the 
International Peace Forest, and Anti-Fascist Action. 

6. Several members supported the Save Withington Hospital 
Campaign, helping to win a year’s reprieve for the hospital. 

7. We have affiliated to the Act Now Campaign for disabled 
pee S rights, the Free Sara Thornton Campaign 
ei ighting domestic violence and judicial discriminalom 

nee women, and Cancel the Debt Campaign. We have 
nued to support Greater Manchester Environment a 

Network and n ; e 
‘ ’ ow have ‘ it - 

Environment Forum. representation on the City % 

     

   

     

    
   
     

    

     

8. We made detailed recommendations to the City Planning 

Department on the Unitary Development Plan. 

9. We have actively supported Green Party Campaigns 

Department's efforts, ending 1991 with a flourish of press 

attention for the revelations made in Green File 9 on traffic 

pollution. 

Impressed? So you should be, who knows what we could do 
if we had twice as many activists??? 

Spencer Fitzgibbon 

  

SWIFT RESPONSE TO A LOCAL PRO 
Manchester City Council planned to make d 

improvements to the Wilmslow Road corridor b 
and Withington. In every way - pollution, conges 
it was to be one of the most environment-friendly 
Manchester City Council had ever done. 

But then the Government back out of paying the £1.7m 
offering only £0.3m which the city engineer said would o 
allow him to tinker with a few particularly dangerous 
junctions. This didn’t look too good in view of the 
Government's £18 billion national roads programme, or the 
£300 m they're apparently prepared to spend on staging the 
Olympics here. 

We've complained to the Secretaries of State for Transport 
and Environment, and promised our support to the council 
over the issue. It is possible that we can persuade the 
department to reverse their decision, IF we can mobilise 
sufficient support. 

If you wish to help with leafletting and posting, to initiate 
a letter-writing campaign, then contact Phil Boast or 
Spencer Fitzgibbon (See Contacts page) 

 



THE LUNATIC ASYLUM BILL 

The following is the text of a speech given by Mike Daw, PPC 
for Gorton ,at a ‘Stop the Asylum Bill’ public meeting, organised 

       

  

    

    

      

    

    

   

by the Socialist Workers Party, held at the Pakistani Community BRR RRR PRABER PRRORR GER DER DER PRR LR RAR RE Centre, Longsight, on 14th. January. Other speakers present Ra eee a ae eer were from the SWP and a councillor from the Labour Party. 

E ke A G A | N When Kenneth Baker introduced the Asylum Bill, he was using an e A N D | D A iE E & A vas , Old and dirty trick. Millions of people are in poverty and millions out of work. People are getting desperate - they. want yeas someone to blame. Mr. Baker does not want this governm In the last issue of City Green was a request for to bear the brunt. So, with this bill, he is implying volunteers to be candidates in the forthcoming local lies with the ethnic community. a 
elections Apparently the Party as a we Ne a He has sald {henaeneaal being “flooded by re 
to want to have candidates! It would be terrible : people over 1000 a week are coming into the country. T were deprived of the opportunity to vote Green simply due false. In fact, the number is nearer 200, the vast m to our own apathy. So please, come on, it’s very easyaand the Home Office itself admits are genuine. Baker is | you'll probably enjoy it. (lt won’t be vastly difficult om People’s fears of the unknown to oP those eho eae : eG d to leatleaaai suffered most. All to take attention away from the r 
time-consuming because we can’t affor poverty. When you think about it, it's lunacy. The prese wards.) 

5 recession has caused far greater suffering to Asians and If you'd like to be a candidate, or think you might do, ee who have much higher rates of sulgtion, aaa Tlemcen thi QUICKLY agua homelessness than the white population. It would be 
peak itact me, prefably in writing, as . laughable if it wasn’t sick. 

Of course, we can rely on the official opposition in this country, the Labour Party, to expose the lies and prejudice behind the Asylum Bill. Oh, no. Labour are so concerned about winning the next election, they are going along with the racism and the “floods of refugees” myths, Labour will actually support the Asylum Bill if the clause stopping legal aid for asylum-seekers is dropped. But the rest of the bill will make this an irrelevance, even if the government does acquiesce. 

Bruce Bingham 
Flat 7, 52 Daisy Bank Rd 

Victoria Park 

M14 5QP 

Tel: 226 6683 (daytime) 

For example, asylum-seekers will only get 48 hours to make an application for refugee status. When they do, their cases will be ‘fast-tracked’, meaning they will not get Properly assessed. All this is only if the asylum-seekers get here in the first place. For the bill also proposes putting massive fines on airlines if they take People without proper travel documents. Remember, these are people fleeing from torture and persecution, and the government expect them to have visas and Passports? The 6G.  



  

ing i ther issues, we can 
hole thing is a farce. As on so many O hed 

bets on ae to stick up for what is right. 

arty has a very different vision. As a minimum, we 

teers satis 1951 UN Convention on Refugees. But we 
would go much further than this. Our last party conference in 

September committed us to the following policies on asylum- 

seekers: we would adopt the 1969 Organisation of African Unity 

definition of a refugee. That is, anyone who is suffering as q 

result of seriously disturbed public order who is forced to leave 
their place of residence. This would make Britain open to many 
persecuted individuals not currently defined as refugees. In 
addition to this, every asylum-seeker would have the right to 
legal advice and legal aid as well as a right of appeal. 
People seeking asylum would have full welfare benefits and no 
restrictions on their right to work. 

One reason why | joined the Green Party was that they do not 
just look at the symptoms of a problem but at the root causes, 
In the long-term, Green Party policies would help remove the 
reasons why people leave their homelands in the first place, 
Repressive regimes would no longer be bolstered by British 
support and their ruling elites given arms to help crush uprisings 
from their own people. Through its imperialist policies, Britain has ~ 
been instrumental in causing much of the poverty and 5 
repression that goes on in the Third World. But it could be es 
instumental in removing the scaffolding propping up ; 
dictatorships. 

We have seen that this economic downturn has caused a rise in ' 
fascisrn throughout Europe. In France, the Front Nationale has | 
'he support of 17% of the population and in Germany, hostels 
housing refugees have been fire-bombed. Here in Gorton 
constituency, we are faced with the prospect of a British 
Nationalist candidate next election. There is a belief by the 

Fovciment that it can get away with the Asylum Bill restricting 
F Zo of those most in need of refuge. But we can’t let 

Bill ond a do everything in our power to crush the Asylum 

puttin ~, pie Propaganda the mainstream parties are 
that the Grose eaing the myths of racism. lam here to tell yor 
frorn all or Party is fully behind that effort, and that, with 
2 r Organisations, we can stop this bill. Thank-you. 
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STREAMCARE 
Bernard Ekbery, prospective Green candidate for Withington ward, 

has set up an Environment section of the Withington Community 
Association. It aims to give people the chance to do something 
practical for their local environment. The first project planned is a 
Stream Care group. 
Bernard told City Green: “Right now I'm fir 

streams are. Next there’d be a survey: ar 
important for wildlife? are they full of debi 
offers of help from a few local greens for 
The survey will be followed by a disp 

clear-up in the Spring. It is hoped that loca 
concerned about the state of their local \ 
involved in actively improving it. Stream Care is pi 
Basin Campaign initiative, which aims to clear wate’ 
can live in them, and co-ordinator Cathy Hopley 
and support, funds, guidance, etc. to people planning 
(Contact her on 876 7148). Would volunteers in Withingto 
contact Bernard, (with SAE if you write, please) see Contacts 
for details. 
Bernard has also been active as Withington Community — 

Associations representative on Manchester City Council’s 
Environmental Forum. He added: “There are opportunities for 
Greeen Party voices to count in the process of greening Manchester _ 
via bodies like this. | also hope that electors will appreciate that | 
really am keen to work towards this as their representative on the 
council, when | stand in May”. 

aa ee eee 

hee eee, 
ee ee 

 



Love Thy Neighbour? 

slow...” 

One evening last May I was reading these lines from William 

Yeats’ poem “The Lake Isle of Innisfree”. Little did 1 know 

that within a few days my house would be the last place 

where I would be able to find any peace. What happened was 

that new neighbours moved into the flat below and for the 

next five months, until they moved out again, the noise they 

made created sheer hell in our lives. 

“Was it loud music?” people usually ask when I start to tell 

them of the experience. Well, yes. But also loud TV, dogs 

barking, children screaming, a couple having blazing rows. 

The point was that most of this wasn't happening during the 

day but through the night into the wee small hours of the 

morning. 

Polite requests on our part to keep the noise down were 

initially met with some attempt to comply, but they soon 

gave up and reverted to their natural, noisy, nocturnal 

lifestyle. What made matters even worse was that there ] 

seemed little we could do to get someone else to resolve the | 

problem. A warning letter from the Environmental Health 

Department had no effect except threats to us from the 

neighbours. When I called the police they could take no 
other action than to request a cessation of the noise. We were 

left in the position of having to go and sleep at the home of a 

relative, balancing this with having to stay at home in order 

to monitor the noise in a diary we were keeping as evidence 
for any court case. 

2.   

“And I shall find some peace there, for peace comes dropping } 

        

      

   

  

   

  

   
     
   

   

    

    

   

[ suppose you could say we were lucky in that these 

neighbours moved on so quickly. Stories I have heard from 
other people include cases where the noise has gone on for 
years. Other people have moved themselves to get away 
from the nuisance. 

I know that we are not the only pe 

According to Environmental He 

about noise nuisance have qt 

A Planning Officer has also s 
given serious considerat 
applications. 

Recently the-Right to Pea 
started, by a woman who 

problem. They are campaigning on 
changes in the law; awareness raising 

Further details can be obtained from PO Bo: 
9RL. Membership is £5 a year or£1 for tho: 
retired - please send an sae. 

   
I think that noise pollution is an issue which shou 
concern to Greens. It has implications for health 2 
quality of life. It is also connected with lack of cons 
for others. 

 



   Question” 
Time on 
campus 
MANCHESTER Uni 

versity students held a 

special Question Time 

ast week between lo 

al representatives of 
he four main partes 

Pictured (right) with 

some of the students 

ure «Withington MP 

Keith Bradley (Lab) 

seated, right) and Pro- 

spective Parliamentary 

andidates seated 

rom left} Simon 

Wheale (LibDem, 

Blackley), Eric Farth- 

ng (Con, Withington), 
Vike Daw (Green, Gor- 

on 
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GREEN guardians claim 
Manchester is cheking to 
death. 

A survey by the Green 
Party has shown that 
hydrocarbons frem cars 
and factery chimneys are 
net being monitored. 

And the environment 
watchdogs fear the 
unknown levels of air 
pollution may be too 
high and could harm 
people’s health. 

New the party is call- 
ing for tighter checks 
and public notices to be 
put up warning where 
emissions breach EC 
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The traffic pollution 
survey praised the set- 
ting up of the Manches- 
ter Area Pollution Advi- 
sery Council which 
covers 16 lecal authority 

But the party is wor- 
ried that almost half the 

’s readside tests 
pellution is higher 

accepted EEC   

  

Maw SOHi2/st 

Car gas 
test has 
Greens 

    fuming 

levels. And the party is 
concerned that the levels 
of hydrocarbons, carbon 
monoxide and chemical 
smog are not included in 
the checks. 

Bernard Ekbery, a 
party activist, warns that 
the degree of pollution 
may cause widespread 
damage in the area. 

And he recommends 
reducing numbers of 
private cars on the road 
in favour of cleaner 
public transport. 
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An illusion s.;, 
yl oN 

GEOFFREY ‘Muirhead, 
Ringways’s director of devel- 
opment, made no mention of 
objections to a second’ run- 
way on. environmental 
grounds (MEN, Dec 18). 

Areas of biological impor- 
tance and National Trust 
land will definitely be 
destroyed and lost for ever. 
More flights mean more 
noise pollution and more pol- 
sonous fumes choked on by 
local people and_ polluting 
the planet’s atmosphere. _ 

The idea that a larger air- 

port will aid the local encon- 
omy is a dangerous and mid- 

leading illusion. This is by no 

means an “environmentally 
friendly” runway, as your 
paper suggests. 

Bernard Ekberry, Phillip Boast, 
Manchester Green Party. 
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Greens i 
in a quest 
for quality 
GREEN campaigners 
are angry over a 
government clampdown 
on cash for a kind-to- 
nature corridor 
through miles of Man- 
chester suburbs. 
The city’s highways 

department wants to cut 
congestion and chaos 
along Wilmslow Road 
from Rusholme, through 
Fallowfield and out to 
Withington. 
Their £1.7 million 

improvement project 
includes bus lanes and 
segregated tracks for 
cyclists on the all-level 
highway. 

The Greens are upset 
because they say most of 
the government’s £18 mil- 
lion roads programme will 
only increase the green- 
house affect by boosting 
the number of cars. 

They say the Wilmslow 
Road project would make 
“a considerable impact’ 
on cutting global warming; 
Improve air quality; and 
be safer for pedestrians 
and cyclists. 

Phil Boast, the Greens’ 

    

MEN 30/)2 q 

On warpath 

  

      

tranport campaign co-ordi- _ 
nator, 
already 
for the council — 
complained to 
government. 

“It is showing no 
for the quality of life of 
Manchester people. 

“All we’re asking for is 
the return of some of the 
taxes already paid by Man- 
chester’s citizens.” 

City engineer Sinclair 
McLeod has already 
warned that the Depart- 
ment of Transport only 
intended to provide 
£300,000 — so only be a 
very small part of the or- 
ginal project to eliminate 
danger spots could be 
tackled. 

said: ‘‘We’ve 

and 
the 

be ~ oO =o ’ + Ww} S eyas2 229g agg Seen & 
ke Sesye aw sa? eres Se -B) 
@ PN o> eae es ons om 

5 eves Cn Bg gog age ogee 

5 ,ites Zepee gee eaeceeae 
« §2kse BE0SES 28_ 28. 39285 
& Segoe SS bouad@ 259 3128 
PR25GRoR eee) . Ze A, Fg 7 5h6 PES S"2 SES g igs b up Paea ds oe 
onde 3 25nd es_ 50g See 1 3S saa ES Ex 25% Agop sipigsil] fg e26Gese. 2388 
get Sowags esseecatsSes gag F 

SB &bees s8$6835 Boo Mane a ae 

  

1 Wamed: Sincialr McLeod _ 
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Green’ 
> festive 

“EAST Manchester 
: cae have issued 

ese suggestions fo 
Christmas so we can all 
enjoy the festivities 
without harming our 

@Avoid excess ; packaging 
and buy recycled i 

   

  

   

  

next year. 3 
@Have a shar 
Christmas. Invite round 
elderly or lon 
neighbour. a 
@Avoid giving pets ¢ 

presents unless you know © 

they are wanted and will — 
be eet ae ee 

@ Avoid toys 5 
that use ve ae eT 
batteries contain heavy 
metals which pollute the 

environment and they are 
far less efficient that mains 
electricity. 
@Buy gifts from charity 
shops or Third World or- 
ganisations and help others 
this Christmas. 
@Give energy-efficient 

light bulbs as original and 

money-saving presents. 

These use 75 per cent less 
electricity than the con- 
ventional type of bulb. 
,eTry an alternative, 

animal-free Christmas. 
Cruelty-free cosmetics are 

widely available, while a 
  

put roast can be just B49, 
d@hcous 6 qrked 
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The Wilmslow Road Corridor 

Reading through the proposals drawn up by the City 
Engineer, Sinclair McLeod, for improvements to the 
Wilmslow Rd Corridor, is quite an eye opener. The 
consultation document proposes extensive measures 
designed to restrict road traffic, improve the standard of 
public transport and enhance safety for cyclists and 
pedestrians. The document also notes the need to 
introduce traffic calming measures on surrounding 
residential areas to counter the effects of displaced traffic 
avoiding a narrowed down Wilmslow Rd. Set against the 
£1.8 billion intended for the national road network, the 
£1.7 million needed to implement the worthy WilmslowRd 
Scheme is a pittance. 
However, the DoT is not nearly as enlightened on transport 
and environmental issues as Manchester's City Engineer and 
Surveyor. The application for funds for the scheme has 
been turned down as was reported in the Gurdian on the 
12th December 1991. City planners have a mere £308,008 
available allowing them to tinker with some tricky 
junctions. 

All is not lost as yet. The City Council will apply again for funds this July. Also, according to Sitlair McLeod, there is the Possibility of receiving funds for the scheme from the DoTs intended £19 million expenditure on bus priority Schemes. Interested parties can assist the application for funds by writing to Roger Freeman at the DoT. Dont hang about, decisions are being made soon. 

£3. 
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Race, Gender, Disability....... a Beg 
  

Looking around the Green Party meeting this 

men and myself. All of us were white, under 
an to ask questions. 

WHY are 50% of our members 

business meetings are men? 
-WHY do we only have a 
with a large black population? 
-WHY do we have no active d s 
-WHY do we havee no older me 
-WHY do we have no local 
support to people from op 
-WHY have we never sat d 
gender, age, disability, class 
people from these groups that 
represented in our party. ‘I 
This is a meeting for Green Party 
Own oppression and how we are ex] 
people, making it hard for them to join 

WHEN 

WHERE 21 Meade Grove, Longsight (Tel 
need help with childcare, etc.) — 

4 

MAGPIE BRE 
What’s the matter with you lot?!! You obviously don’t kno Opportunity when you see one! Mike and ce they’re not getting much return for their stake. od . Month standing order to your bank, and we Seen know! — decent amount. Or maybe I’ll let you win it. You never know: 
December’s winner: Guy Otten (£2.75) ; 15) “a January’s winner: Mike Shaw and Helen Murray (£2.75) 

Purcell St., Creques and notification of entry to: Mike Daw, 53 2 
M12 4NU.
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dccess fo Dermacracy 

the Green Party Disabitities Group, of which severat Mee 

members are part, is faunching @ national campaign to 

hightight the legal and practical discrimination against 

people with various kinds of disablility in respect of Voting 
rights. 

The campaign's aims are: 

|. To ensure that all potting stations and polting booths are 
accessible to ati disabled Voters. 

2. To ensure that council officers take responsibitity for 
ensuring that alt people in residential homes are on the 

electoral roft -not to feave thié to the discretion of the 
staff of the homes. 

3. fo ensure that local councils take responsibitity for 
asking ati registered disabled people if they reguire help 
with transport to the potting station, and undertake to co- 
ordinate the provision of such transport. 

4. To ensure that local councils distribute, to people with 
sensory disabilities, the necessary information on polling, 
in the appropriate form; and distribute the necessary 
information on postal Voting. it shoud not be left to the 
disabled person to wonder how to go about it. 

S. 7o ensure that existing legistation which discriminates 
against people with learning difficulties (or ‘mental 
handicap’ as this is sometimes sti catied) should be 
repealed. People in ‘mental handicap hospitals’ should be 
allowed to uge their hospital as their place of residence 

ts for electoral registration purposes; and the 

    
giserim'” 
(arom 

6.7 

info 

    
  a 

   

    

       

natory ‘patient's declaration’ shouid be abolished. 
3 probably in breach of a UN declaration on this!) 

o ensure that ati focal Green Parties endeavour to 

rm disabled voters about Green policies: 

q. by offering & peakers to disabled peopie’s centres and 

residential homes; 

b. by making candidates or repres 

personal Visits; 

c. by ensuring disabled access 

d. by ensuring that all Green cai 

disabied people treat them 

automatically say “Hello, 

bhusband/wife please?” 

    entat ives available for — 

   

      

   

   
   

    

      

    

    
   

curther detaits about this campa 

information on the Disablities Crou 

Spencer Fitzgibbon on 225 1339. 

The Alternative UDP 

Manchester City Council has produced a draft Urbal 

Development Plan (UDP) which outlines the Council's | a 

use strategy for the next few years. It covers issues $ 

as housing, transport, economic development and 

environmental protection. Three members of MGP have me 

officials of the Planning Department to discuss the plan 

and we have now produced a draft version of the Green 

Alternative UDP. It will be amended in the light of 

comments fram members as well as changes to the 

Council's document. To keep costs down, the number 0 * 

Copies circulated will be limited. If you wish to ati 

On our draft, please contact David Wild (225 4865) oF 
Spencer (224 1539).



an 

INIPO PAGE... 
JOB ADVERT Amendments teams 

for Spring Conference 
At the end of last year it was 

with much regret that the 

fundraising co-ordinator 

Rob Goater had to resign. 

With the General Election 

imminent itis Important to 

raise enough money to 

Stand in at least 3 of the 3 

wards in our area. fhe post 

of fundraising co-ordinator 

requires commitment along 

with energy and 

enthusiasm. 

If you think you are the 

right person for the Job, 

then contact Mike Daw on 

224 0976. 

A meeting of AGP (Sth Jan) 

discussed the First Agenda 

for the Green Party Spring 

Conference to be held in 

Bridlington. We decided to 

submit amendments to two 

resolutions. Whe first is to 

include provisions for 

‘unbranched’ members in 

the proposed arrangements 

for representative 

confernces. fhe second is to 

delete a clause from the 

Natural Resources Yoting 

Paper which would ban most 

Kinds of advertising. 

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH DIARY DATES -4992 

Several national days of action are planned for the new 

year. Manchester FoE will be taking partin most or all 
of the following and will welcome support from 
concerned individuals. 

dd Mar: Transport the national roads programme 

  
  29 Apr: Air Pollution and Climate Change 

30 May: UN Conference on Environment & Development 
42 Juk   Prtecting Sites of Special Scientific Interest | 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Membership 
& City Green 

Press Officer 

Materials 

Liasion 

Co-ordinators 

Transport Campaign 
Co-ordinator 

Gorton PPC 

Withington PPC 

Wythenshawe PPC   
Peter Thompson ; 
17 Crompton Rd, Leven: 

Spencer Fitz-Gibbon & Ann Salter 
Flat 3, 15 Portland Cres, Longsight 

Phil Boast 
66 Yew Tree Rd, Rusholme 

Mike Daw 
53 Purcell St, Longsight 

Brian Candeland 
13 Devonshire Rd, Chorlton 

Guy Otten 
21 Ballorook Ave, W. Didsbury
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